# Fable Rubric

Name: ___________________ Date of Assignment: _________

## Content ________/75

Does the fable start with a title and the author’s name? (5 points)
Does the fable have a beginning? (5 points)
Does the fable have a middle? (5 points)
Does the fable have an end? (5 points)
Does the fable include description? (10 points)
Does the fable include talking animals and dialogue? (10 points)
Do these animals represent certain types of people? (10 points)
Does the fable end with a moral? (10 points)
Does the fable accurately reflect and teach its moral? (15 points)

## Form ____________/25

How many spelling errors? ______
  2 or fewer/page: 5 points
  3/page: 4 points
  4/page: 3 points
  5 or more/page: 0 points
How many punctuation/capitalization errors? ______
  2 or fewer/page: 5 points
  3/page: 4 points
  4/page: 3 points
  5 or more/page: 0 points
Is the handwriting neat and legible? (5 points)
Is the fable written in complete sentences? (10 points)

Total: ________/100